How Can I Protect My iPad?

Use common sense and responsible, safe practices and exercise care of digital technologies at all times and in all environments.

Follow these guidelines to protect your iPad against damage and the screen from cracking:

• Ensure the iPad is appropriately stored for carriage
• Ensure the screen is protected within the bag
• Place the bag in a safe location when traveling inside a vehicle

*The following bags do not offer adequate protection or support*

• Use the iPad on flat surfaces
• Do not leave the iPad unattended
• Do not leave an iPad on the ground
• Only use a clean, soft cloth to clean the iPad and protective case
• Handle the device with care
• When charging an iPad ensure the cables do not cause a trip hazard
• Do not use the iPad while walking
• While walking hold the iPad securely with two hands
• Do not use the iPad in wet areas or on wet surfaces
• Do not use the iPad when operating machinery
• Do not place the iPad in locations where it can fall or drop
• Use additional layers of protection when storing.